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Housing bubble speculation continues
By Rick Jurgens
CONTRA COSTA TIMES

It seemed like the party that would never end. Bay Area 

house prices soared during the economic boom of the late-

1990s. In 2000, when the region's economy slumped, house 

prices paused only briefly before resuming their rise.

Low home-mortgage interest rates fueled strong demand and 

rising prices for houses. The average rate for a 30-year, fixed-

rate loan dipped below 5 percent in mid-June, reaching a 30-

year low.

But after a recent surge, interest rates are back up around 6 

percent. James Haro, principal of Alamo Mortgage Corp. in 

Walnut Creek, said the July jump in interest rates was the 

worst he'd seen in 16 years as a mortgage broker.

So is the house price party over?

Probably, says John Talbott, a former investment banker and 

housing analyst at UCLA's Anderson School of Management. 

Problems in the mortgage banking system and overaggressive 

lenders have pushed prices to levels that make a fall 

inevitable, he said. "The illness has already set in," and no 

easy cure is available, he said.

Not at all, says John Karevoll of DataQuick Information 

Systems, a La Jolla real estate market information provider. 

"We're not seeing any backing off of price appreciation yet or 

buyer interest," he said of the Bay Area house market.
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Whether house prices are about to sag, soar or stagnate is 

more than an academic argument to Bay Area families -- 

especially those with much of their personal wealth tied up in 

real estate. Talbott warned that a house price decline would 

be especially tough on owners trying to cash out equity to pay 

emergency medical expenses, couples seeking to liquidate 

assets in a divorce or individuals who lose jobs and need to 

sell and move to seek employment. Noting the big debts that 

home buyers typically take on, Talbott worried that buyers 

too often ignore "how speculative you can make anything by 

putting 90 percent leverage on it."

Worries about house prices are old hat to John Lynch, 70, 

who in August paid $491,000 for a condominium in the 

Regent on the Park in Walnut Creek. "Having lived in 

California for most of my life, I've seen the peaks reached 

many times," said Lynch, a retired professor of education at 

San Francisco State.

And he has suffered losses. "I recently sold my home in 

Hawaii in 2002 for a little less than what I paid for it 10 years 

earlier," he said.

Still, he doesn't fret about his half-million-dollar stake in the 

local real estate market. "There are periods when there's a 

decline in the value" but long-term trends of migration and 

desirability of the Bay Area will support house prices, he said. 

"I think in the long run it's a good investment."

Besides, the real estate market has been kind to him. "I 

bought a town house in Tiburon in 1976 for what at the time 

seemed like an outrageously high amount," he said, $90,000. 

He sold the same unit for $600,000 in 1989. A subsequent 

owner recently sold it for $1.2 million, Lynch said. "I'm living 

on other people's money," he said.

House prices normally track the broader economy, rising and 

falling in response to changes in employment and income. In 

the Bay Area, which has shed 380,000 jobs or about 10 

percent of its employment base since December 2000, that 

should have been bad news for house sellers.

It has been for apartment owners. The average rent in the 
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Bay Area's 1,200 large apartment developments has fallen 16 

percent over the past two years, according to Real Facts, a 

real estate data firm based in Novato.

But house prices have remained buoyant. Half of the 10,500 

houses sold in the nine Bay Area counties in July carried price 

tags of $444,000 or more, the highest median since 

DataQuick began collecting real estate data in 1988. The July 

median was up 19 percent from the December 2000 median 

of $373,000. Medians in Alameda and Contra Costa counties 

also were at record heights of $417,000 and $394,000, 

respectively.

Economists can explain the unexpected resilience of the Bay 

Area market for residential real estate -- lots of ways. Bulls 

say that cautious construction lenders and land shortages 

have tightened the supply of new houses enough to cancel 

out any slackening of demand and keep the market in balance 

at current high price levels. Bears say prices have been 

boosted by a strong dose of irrational exuberance that 

desensitized home buyers to price tags that would seem 

shocking in other areas.

Bulls and bears generally agree that historically low interest 

rates helped keep Bay Area house market prices firm in a 

weak economy. Cheap mortgages reflect a nationwide flow of 

capital into real estate. That trend was supported by a Federal 

Reserve anxious to goose a languid economy with low interest 

rates and by government-sponsored corporations with a 

seemingly insatiable appetite for home mortgages to resell on 

Wall Street. In 2002, lenders ponied up $1 trillion to finance 

home purchases, according to the Mortgage Bankers 

Association of America. The association expects lending for 

home purchases to rise again next year, to about $1.1 trillion.

Low interest rates interest were "certainly" a factor, according 

to Kathleen Deenihan of Pleasanton, when she and her 

husband recently paid $1.7 million for a house in Pleasanton. 

County records show that the deal was financed in part with a 

$1 million adjustable rate mortgage at 2.75 percent.

But their purchase was also sparked by the good performance 

of the technology company that employs her husband, 
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Deenihan said. Both factors made this "the right time for us," 

she said.

The couple doesn't believe that they bought right at the top of 

the market, and are reassured by the house's location in a 

desirable area. "We're hoping that it stays that way," 

Deenihan said.

Interest rates remain the big wild card. Thirty-year fixed-rate 

mortgages were at 5.99 percent during the first week of 

September, up from 4.99 percent in the week that ended 

June 13.

That jump proved too much for Capitol Commerce Mortgage, 

a Sacramento-based mortgage bank that closed its doors 

Aug. 15. Although hardly a household name, Capitol 

Commerce underwrote a lot of home mortgages: about $4.66 

billion during the first quarter of 2003, enough to rank 14th 

on the bankers' association list of top lenders.

Rising interest rates could also squeeze consumers' 

pocketbooks, reducing demand and depressing prices for 

houses. A 1 percent increase in the mortgage rate would add 

$230 to the monthly payment for a $444,000 house 

purchased with a standard 20 percent down payment. Some 

industry insiders expect a slowdown. "There has to be, at 

some point, at least a flattening (and) in the next two or 

three years at least a slight decrease" in house prices, said 

Jay Damato, a broker with Elite Financial in Walnut Creek.

Haro of Alamo Mortgage said that "high rates and high 

property taxes are going to stagnate the resale market in the 

next six months." In addition to higher interest rates, fall is a 

naturally slow period for house sales, he said. "You've got 

compounding problems."

Big players in the real estate finance market also see signs of 

softness. PMI Group, a large mortgage insurance underwriter 

based in Walnut Creek, estimates that there is about a 15 

percent chance that average house prices in the East Bay will 

decline during the next two years, according to a survey 

released Aug. 26.
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Things look even more bleak across the Bay, according to 

PMI. San Francisco, San Mateo and Marin counties face a one-

in-five chance of seeing house prices fall, while the odds of a 

decline rise to two-in-five in Santa Clara County, at the 

epicenter of the technology slump. PMI's model doesn't 

account for changes in interest rates.

Interest rates are the key variable in a model developed by 

Michael Sklarz, chief valuation officer for Fidelity National 

Information Solutions, a title insurance company. Sklarz 

predicts that East Bay average house prices will rise 5 percent 

next year if interest rates dip down to 5 percent, and a more 

modest 2 percent if rates jump up to 8 percent. Rates at 8 

percent would send house prices slumping, down 5 percent in 

2005 and 6 percent in 2006, before rising again near the end 

of the decade, he said. Bargain 5 percent interest rates would 

keep house prices on a steady upward climb, Sklarz predicts.

No one can say for sure where interest rates are headed. Still, 

a long-hoped-for economic recovery and the limited leverage 

of central bankers, who have already pushed short-term rates 

down near zero, lead many observers to see more pressure 

on the upside than on the downside.

Higher interest rates would be tough, says Talbott, the UCLA 

analyst. If mortgage interest rates go up another 1 to 1.5 

percent, he warned, "house prices are going to track down 25 

percent."

Not that tough, says Karevoll of DataQuick. "If interest rates 

get up to 7, 7.5, 7.8 percent, that will be the point at which 

buyers will start to walk away," he predicted. And, he added, 

at that point, prices will flatten but not fall. Any price decline 

is highly unlikely.

Rick Jurgens covers the housing, development and energy industries. 

Reach him at 925-943-8088 or at rjurgens@cctimes.com. 
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